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Abstract: Transportation plays a key role in urban sustainability planning and urban greenhouse gas emission reductions. Globally, cities have established sustainability agendas and policies to guide the shift from traditional private automobile dependent transportation systems towards an increased use of public transportation, cycling, and walking. While the surrounding physical urban form and governance structures condition public transportation services, there are also many other factors to consider when discussing sustainability. As such, comprehensive planning and policy-oriented assessment frameworks that are independent of local conditions are still largely missing in literature. This paper presents a Public Transportation Sustainability Indicator List (PTSIL) that provides a platform for an integrated assessment of environmental, economic, and social dimensions of sustainability through an indicator-based approach. To demonstrate its use, the PTSIL is applied to analyze the policy documents of public transportation agencies in Helsinki, Finland, and Toronto, Canada. The results show that while both cities achieve relatively high scores in all dimensions, there is still high variability among individual indicators. The PTSIL presents a missed stepping stone between descriptive definitions of transportation sustainability and case specific sustainability performance assessments, offering an opportunity within the planning and policy-making sectors to review, assess, and develop public transportation services comprehensively.
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1. Introduction

In an increasingly urbanizing world [1], sustainable transportation has emerged as a policy goal that cities and transportation authorities have globally committed to [2]. Transportation plays a key role in urban sustainability planning and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions, as public modes of transportation, alongside walking and cycling, are encouraged due to their lower production of negative externalities compared to private modes of motorized transportation [3–7].

The three main dimensions of sustainability, i.e., social, economic, and environmental [8], are routinely viewed as the basis of transportation sustainability, in both policies and scientific literature [2]. For example, the oft quoted European Union Council of Transport Ministers’ statement, borrowing from the Canadian Centre for Sustainable Transportation, holistically stresses the importance of access, affordability, efficiency, and lowered environmental impacts as cornerstones of sustainable transportation [9]. The United Nations (UN) has also established guidelines for sustainable transportation, and raises similar concerns over accessibility, affordability, emissions, safety, and equity, alongside increased congestion and travel times in urban areas [4]. However, these definitions do not provide concrete directions regarding how to actually implement the described desired system [10,11].
Politically binding and publicly supported strategies are required to address the desired shift from car-dominant transportation systems towards more sustainable ones revolving around public transportation services, cycling, and walking [3,12]. Despite a global boost in urban transportation sustainability policies [2], comprehensive and integrated methodologies to assess and characterize the sustainability of transportation systems, and furthermore, public transportation services, are still largely missing in literature, as also recognized by Marsden et al. [13], Miller et al. [14], De Gruyter et al. [15], and Litman [16]. Data limitations and case specific contexts limit holistic sustainability assessments and the use of diverse indicators (e.g., Reference [15,16]), and a need for comprehensive and applicable assessment frameworks and tools that aid the planning and decision-making processes is identified in literature (e.g., Reference [13,17]).

This study presents a Public Transportation Sustainability Indicator List (PTSIL), which develops the concept of public transportation sustainability in more detail through representative indicators, and enables assessments within the planning and policy sectors in an integrated manner, incorporating environmental, social, and economic dimensions, and considering influential aspects related to governance and urban form. The PTSIL produces a novel assessment technique for transportation policies and plans that is both comprehensive and accessible to the planning and policy-making fields outside its application and cases here. Furthermore, we focus the discussion of transferable sustainability assessment frameworks and techniques, called for in planning and policy-making processes, on public transportation services. The construction of the indicator list is based on an extensive literature review to identify diverse transportation sustainability attributes that are applicable to public transportation services specifically. The identified attributes presented together in the PTSIL provide an inclusive view of public transportation sustainability, independent of data and local context related restrictions. Here, we apply the indicator list demonstratively to the policies of the Helsinki Region Transport (Helsingin Seudun Liikenne, HSL) in Helsinki, Finland, and the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) in Toronto, Canada.

First, we discuss the relevant literature and previous sustainability assessment techniques with a focus on public transportation services, planning, and policy-making. We also integrate aspects of urban form and governance into the analytical framework, as suggested in the literature (Section 2). We then present a number of sustainability indicators that allow us to examine the public transportation policies of Helsinki and Toronto through a sustainability lens (Section 3). The policy comparison is conducted through a qualitative content analysis of official policy documents. Our findings indicate that public transportation sustainability is addressed in a diverse manner, yet environmental indicators are prominent in policies partially because they are often easier to measure and target. However, our results also highlight an increased inclusion of social and socio-economic measures, while high variability in the inclusion of individual sustainability attributes in policies persists, as recognized by Jeon and Amekudzi [2] (Section 4). The assessment method developed here, alongside the growing need to assess sustainability comprehensively within the public transportation sector, are further discussed in Section 5.

2. Assessing Public Transportation Sustainability

2.1. Previous Assessments in Literature

Assessments within the broader transportation sector have traditionally utilized transportation ridership and traffic measurements to analyze transportation systems, but they alone do not provide extensive detail about the overall sustainability [6]. Comprehensive methodologies to assess the sustainability of public transportation services and systems have been sparse [14,15], although recent studies have aimed to integrate environmental, social, and economic attributes more widely [14]. However, issues with data availability often restrict the use of all available metrics, particularly those related to the social dimension [13,15].
Performance indices (including Composite Sustainability Indices, CSIs), modelling, and simulations have been widely applied to assess various public transportation infrastructure projects or other service-related initiatives (e.g., [18–21]). Recently, Miller et al. [14,21] have presented reviews of public transportation sustainability concepts and techniques used to measure sustainability, with a focus on advancing holistic CSI studies. Some indicators presented and applied by Miller et al. [21] to study public transportation system performance have also been utilized in an international comparative performance assessment by De Gruyter et al. [15].

Studies focusing on policy analysis and planning processes remain limited, especially regarding detailed frameworks and assessment tools that are independent of the original case study settings and data. Moreover, policy-oriented research tends to focus on urban transportation planning and policy as a whole, and not solely on public transportation. In Sweden, a sustainability assessment tool was co-created in close collaboration between local practitioners and researchers [17]. The needs of the planners were identified in interviews and the tool was adjusted to match the national transport policy goals, while additionally, qualitative aspects, such as passenger perceptions of the transportation system, were included [17]. Marsden et al. [13] base their initial indicator selection process on reviewed literature, yet the final indicator set is selected through expert panel discussions and in relation to national policy targets in the UK. Ramani et al. [22] take on a similar approach amongst transportation agencies in the US, presenting a framework for implementing sustainability objectives and performance measures into agency practices.

Marsden et al. [13] (p. 189) express the fact that “although sustainability exists as a concept, it is poorly defined. This definition deficit has serious implications for the types of strategies tested. First, information on some aspects of sustainability is not produced and so these aspects are marginalized.” It has been shown through transport initiative and practice reviews that in the absence of a universally accepted definition of transportation sustainability, the transportation authorities and actors are left to determine what their views, focus, and emphasis regarding sustainability are [2,22]. The three dimensions of sustainability tend to be unequally addressed, and transportation sustainability in strategic initiatives is mostly characterized and measured based on environmental impacts and system effectiveness, while overlooking social and economic aspects [2]. De Gruyter et al. [15], in accordance with Litman [16], furthermore discuss the existing economic and efficiency related preferences within transportation performance assessments as well, and how restrictions created by available data lead to exclusion of some aspects of sustainability in research and thus also in decision-making processes. Overall, transportation sustainability assessments group and apply indicators differently, depending on the approach (system v. sub-system), local contexts and data restrictions, which in turn lead to differently operationalized sustainability dimensions. While complex social issues related to access and equity [23,24] are harder to include in assessments, further inclusion of social aspects is highly essential, as addressing passenger needs’ links to service attractiveness and ridership [25,26]. A need for assessment tools that aid the planning and decision-making processes towards a more comprehensive understanding of sustainability thus exists.

2.2. Analytical Framework

In addition to the environmental, social, and economic dimensions of sustainability (adopted from Brundtland et al. [8]), we also include aspects of urban form and governance as conditioning factors for sustainable public transportation in our analytical framework. Thus, urban form and governance intertwined with sustainable public transportation services are briefly discussed below and incorporated into the tri-dimensional approach of the PTSIL.

Compact urban form and higher densities, with a focus on the spatial distribution of densities rather than overall urban density (e.g., [27]), are seen as beneficial for public transportation services. These developments positively correlate with open space and ecosystem preservation, improved accessibility, decreased use of private cars and traffic, and thus lower levels of pollution and emissions.
Containing urban sprawl through regional coordination is additionally essential for sustainable urban transportation patterns [4–6,12,24,27–30].

Regarding governance, there is no efficient universal remedy for the urban transportation challenges [31]. To increase sustainability, current transportation systems do not necessarily need to undergo major physical and technical changes, but they can rather be managed more effectively and comprehensively [5,7]. Long-term commitment to plans, strong political will and stable funding, holistic approach, and regional coordination are seen to contribute to sustainable development within the urban transportation sector. Through governance, system, and service related efficiency, reliability, quality, and equity can be improved, thus attracting new users [5,6,11,28,29,31,32].

Figure 1 sets out the analytical framework of the study that brings together existing literature with a focus on public transportation. The framework places the three dimensions of sustainability at its core, alongside urban form and governance that create the conditions for the public transportation services themselves (presented with dashed line). While the analytical framework, and the indicator list that embodies it, propose a generally applicable view of public transportation sustainability, we do not aim to dismiss the importance of local context. The created policies, plans, and chosen sustainability measures and actions ought to reflect the local conditions and needs, to ensure the best and most efficient results [33,34]. However, the PTSIL helps identify overlooked and weakly addressed sustainability aspects in policies and planning, and furthermore supports a comprehensive understanding of sustainability.

### Figure 1.
Analytical framework. This figure gathers together diverse sustainability aspects relevant to public transportation services, as identified from literature. The aspects presented here form the higher-level thematic view on public transportation sustainability and provide the basis and structure for the construction of the more detailed Public Transportation Sustainability Indicator List (PTSIL).

#### 2.2.1. Environmental Sustainability

Environmental sustainability is largely focused on eliminating negative outputs of public transportation services, including reductions in GHG emissions, air pollution (i.e., NOx, PM, SOx, O3), noise pollution, and waste. Also, encouraged use of renewable resources, and efficiency in material and energy use, for example, need be addressed [3–5,11,33,35,36]. In addition, emissions per
passenger ought to be applied as an indicator, allowing for just understanding of emissions in relation to passenger volumes [35,37].

Related to reductions in emissions, technological innovations and improvements are seen as an effective option to increase sustainability through the use of renewable resources, establishment of emission standards, and development of ‘eco-vehicles’, for example [3,38]. Furthermore, technological improvements can advance the energy intensity and efficiency in fuel and resource consumption. [5,33,34,38]. Vulnerabilities and possible environmental risks, especially regarding climate change, are to be noted through risk assessments and contingency planning [3,29,39]. Additionally, preservation of open and natural areas, environmental health, and reduction of ecological disturbances are recognized [3,5,36,38].

2.2.2. Social Sustainability

Social sustainability is described as the most complex and challenging dimension to measure [40] and thus include in transportation planning and policy [23]. The social and economic dimensions also tend to overlap. Here, social sustainability consists of elements and indicators regarding access, safety, health, information availability, attractiveness, commitment to plans, and coordinated management, thus also including aspects of governance.

Accessibility is understood as equitable transportation that provides access to opportunities, reduces exclusion, and aims to increase the quality of life. Accessibility can be measured either spatially or on the basis of individual socio-economic traits, meaning that access and accessibility refer to physical proximity to transportation services, as well as the ability to access them based on, for example, physical disabilities or affordability issues. Special attention is to be paid to vulnerable groups, i.e., the elderly, the disabled, the young, and people with low income [16,23,38]. Elements of safety, health, equity, and social cohesion, passenger perception, as well as livable communities are part of socially sustainable public transportation [4,5,11,33,34,36,41].

Social equity in transportation planning can be divided into three main categories, consisting of spatial allocation of routes and services, levels of service (regarding frequency, for example), and money passengers spend to access the said services [41]. The phenomenon of social exclusion, equity, and accessibility can be linked to the wider discussion of environmental injustice in urban settings, where services and opportunities are not distributed consistently [42]. Central parts of the city tend to enjoy higher levels of service than outer neighborhoods, yet these differences are rarely reflected on fare levels [23,33,43–45].

As for the specific measures and indicators of social sustainability, for example, physical access can be measured by examining distances between residential areas and public transportation stops. Affordability can be studied through the share of income used to access transportation services (e.g., References [24,35,46]). Central findings of a public transportation satisfaction survey conducted in Europe suggest that safety and security, system reliability, accessibility, comfort, and staff behavior are the key elements affecting public transportation use, alongside real time and accessible information [47]. Accurate timetables and personal journey planners are beneficial to the attractiveness of public transportation [29]. Multi-modality and intermodality are additionally recognized as aspects of service quality [5]. Public participation and transparency are additionally called for, in order to bring the planning process closer to the users and to those in need, thus making services more attractive while enhancing social cohesion [12,26,36,46,48]. Efficient route planning, service frequency, and innovative and flexible ways to provide transportation services are also identified as beneficial [24].

2.2.3. Economic Sustainability

Essential elements of economic sustainability are volume of transportation, ridership, costs to service provider, fare revenue, and financial stability, as well as infrastructure capacity and operational efficiency. For example, the United States Environmental Protection Agency refers to average ridership and revenue as indicators of economic sustainability [35]. Infrastructure and services
are to have sufficient capacity and cost-effective implementation and routing, while accounting for future growth \[5,29\].

The costs for service providers, more specifically, include total expenditure, costs per passenger, subsidies, revenue, and investments \[38\]. Operational cost-efficiency is to be paired with a good level of service \[5,11\], while fare levels should reflect the costs related to service provision, as well as the quality of the service received by the user. Revenue should be boosted, while simultaneously promoting equity and aiming to attract new users \[49\]. Local and regional transportation authorities need strong support from higher levels of government, regarding both technical and financial measures, as subsidies are usually required to cover financial gaps in public transportation service provision \[29,49\]. A stable funding from above allows for more equitable transportation service provision within the city, as independent service providers need not choose maximized revenue over levels of service \[11\]. Focusing solely on economic revenue is problematic and discouraged, as it negatively affects other aspects of sustainability, such as ridership and socio-economic accessibility \[49\]. Without the required level of users, public transportation is environmentally, socially, and economically unsustainable \[26\].

3. Materials and Methods

The Public Transportation Sustainability Indicator List (PTSIL) consists of diverse and inclusive sustainability aspects relevant to public transportation services, and it operationalizes the findings in literature through an indicator-based assessment tool. Within the three dimensions, the indicators have additionally been grouped into thematically cohesive sub-sets, reflecting broader aspects of sustainability that can be utilized to generate larger scale scores. To demonstrate the use and potential of the PTSIL, we undertake a qualitative content analysis to assess policy documents of the public transportation authorities in Helsinki and Toronto. The obtained scores reflect how comprehensively and ambitiously the different aspects of sustainability, represented through the indicators of the PTSIL, are addressed in the analyzed content. We want to emphasize that the PTSIL does not thus aim to assess system performance, but instead provides a novel platform for policy assessments in the public transportation sector.

3.1. Indicator Selection Criteria

The indicator selection process was based on the literature review, where we identified diverse sustainability attributes and measures applicable to public transportation services. For constructing the detailed indicator list, we applied criteria set by Haghshenas and Vaziri \[50\] (p. 117), see Table 1. As we do not rely on primary data and apply an ordinal scale scoring scheme (see Section 3.3), standardization of indicators was unnecessary in our analysis. To avoid double counting of some variables, merging and regrouping of indicators was essential and accomplished based on the adopted criteria. As our objective was to provide an inclusive and comprehensive view of public transportation sustainability without requirements set by limited data or local conditions, all identified indicators of sustainability fulfilling the criteria were included in the PTSIL. With the increased volume of indicators, the weight of a single indicator is simultaneously decreased \[12\], while depth and detail are added to the assessment framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target relevance</td>
<td>Indicator must show one aspect of sustainable transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data availability and measurability</td>
<td>Indicators must be measurable with chosen data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity</td>
<td>Indicators must measure the issue it is supposed to measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Indicator must be able to reveal sustainable transport changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Indicators should be feasible to understand and possible to reproduce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Indicators should be independent of each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized</td>
<td>Indicators should be standardized by city size for comparison</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Public Transportation Sustainability Indicator List (PTSIL)

The PTSIL is presented in Table 2. Environmental dimension is characterized through 12 indicators, social sustainability through 21 indicators, and economic through seven, totaling 40 indicators. The desired direction, reflecting increased overall sustainability for each indicator, is presented through arrows facing up (increase) or down (decrease). The indicators are organized inside the dimensions on the basis of cohesive sustainability aspects, and grouped under thematic sub-sets with respective numbering (e.g., SO3 Safety entails two indicators, SO3-1 Traffic accidents and injuries, and SO3-2 Feeling of safety). The thematic sub-set categories structure the indicator list and additionally provide a layer of analysis between the broad dimensions and individual indicators.

Environmental indicators consist of reduced emissions and outputs, increased efficiency and use of renewable resources, and preservation of open and natural areas, as well as vulnerabilities and risks. Social sustainability is defined by physical and socio-economic access, safety and health, information availability, transparency and public participation, attractiveness, and commitment to plans and regional coordination. Economic sustainability is characterized through elements dealing with stable funding and subsidies, revenue, economic viability, competitiveness and sufficient capacity, ridership, and cost-efficiency. Some aspects of sustainability overlap, particularly between the social and economic dimensions, while others deal with system functions (e.g., multi-modality and intermodality). Since we wanted to maintain the tri-dimensional approach for clarity, some indicator redistribution was necessary.

Table 2. Public Transportation Sustainability Indicator List.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Sustainability</th>
<th>EN1 Low emissions</th>
<th>EN2 Efficient use of resources</th>
<th>EN3 Efficient land use</th>
<th>EN4 Vulnerabilities and risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN1-1 GHG emissions (↓)</td>
<td>EN2-1 Emissions per passenger (↓)</td>
<td>EN3-1 Preservation of open land and natural areas (↑)</td>
<td>EN4-1 Vulnerability and risk assessment (↑)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN1-2 Air pollution (PM, NOx, SOx, O3) (↓)</td>
<td>EN2-2 Efficient energy use (↑)</td>
<td>EN3-2 Transit oriented development (↑)</td>
<td>EN4-2 Vulnerability and risk contingency (↑)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN1-3 Noise pollution (↓)</td>
<td>EN2-3 Amount of waste (↓)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN1-4 Use of renewable energy (↑)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN1-5 Use of innovative technology (↑)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Sustainability</th>
<th>SO1 Physical access</th>
<th>SO2 Socio-economic access</th>
<th>SO3 Safety</th>
<th>SO4 Health</th>
<th>SO5 Information availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO1-1 Proximity to service (↑)</td>
<td>SO2-1 Share of income used on PT (↓)</td>
<td>SO3-1 Traffic accidents and injuries (↓)</td>
<td>SO4-1 Improved environmental health (↑)</td>
<td>SO5-1 Timely service information available (↑)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO1-2 Service frequency (↑)</td>
<td>SO2-2 Attention to the elderly, young, and low-income (↑)</td>
<td>SO3-2 Feeling of safety (↑)</td>
<td>SO4-2 Improved individual health (↑)</td>
<td>SO5-2 Personal journey planner available (↑)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO1-3 Travel time (↓)</td>
<td>SO1-4 Multi-modality (↑)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SO5-3 Transparency in decision-making (↑)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO1-5 Inter-modality (↑)</td>
<td>SO1-6 Access with disabilities (↑)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Sustainability</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SO6 Attractiveness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO6-1 User satisfaction (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO6-2 Active promotion to non-users (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO6-2 Service reliability (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO7 Planning and participation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO7-1 Public participation (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO7-2 Regional cooperation (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO7-3 Commitment to long-term plans (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Sustainability</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC1 Financial stability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC1-1 State funding and subsidies (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC1-2 Fare revenue (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC1-3 Budget deficit (↓)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2 Competitiveness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2-1 High ridership (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2-2 System capacity (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2-3 Investment cost-efficiency (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2-4 Operating cost-efficiency (↑)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Applying Qualitative Content Analysis as a Method

To identify how the HSL and the TTC address different aspects of sustainability (presented in Table 2, as identified from literature) in their current policies, we apply qualitative content analysis as a method to examine their publicly available policy documents. The case setting is discussed in detail below, alongside the selected documents for analysis in Table 3.

Content analysis is a form of documentary analysis, where a body of text is transformed into codes. Coding reveals the frequencies or trends, themes, and intent in terminology, information which may be used for further analysis. Unlike quantitative content analysis that relies on recording frequencies of chosen search words, qualitative content analysis focuses on the use of the chosen keywords, thus obtaining information about the context itself [51,52]. As our objective here is to assess how the PTSIL indicators are embedded in policy documents of the case cities, we apply a qualitative content analysis. The PTSIL indicators and sub-sets represent aspects and themes of sustainability that are applied as keywords in our review of the documents. This is a methodological prerequisite to deconstruct and operationalize the studied phenomenon into variables [51,52]. To assess how ambitiously the indicators and their representative sustainability themes are addressed in the content, a scoring method must be applied to establish growing levels of inclusion. Here, the chosen scoring method is additionally applied as a numerical coding method for findings in the content.

To overcome comparability issues of potentially very different data presentations in the cross-national context, we apply an ordinal scale scoring method that allows for comparisons between various types of sources and additionally supports the application of the PTSIL outside our research design in the future. An ordinal scale does not specify how much something increases between different values, but rather establishes that increase of the studied attribute takes place when moving along the scale [53]. A similar approach has been presented in previous sustainability assessment literature by Shen et al. [40]. Thus, the scoring and coding scheme we apply here identifies the level of inclusion of different sustainability attributes in the analyzed documents. The documents were scanned for the sustainability themes, represented by the indicators in the PTSIL. All documents were individually coded and scored with references to content recorded. See supplementary material (Table S1, Table S2) for HSL and TTC codebooks with references to analyzed content. The final PTSIL scores present the highest score an indicator scored in all analyzed documents.

From here on, indicator as a term is used interchangeably with the thematic representation it carries. If information is not available, i.e., the indicator and its representative theme is not addressed in the content, the score is 0. If the indicator is referenced similarly or statically without the desired direction, the score is 1. When the indicator is addressed with desired direction, the score is 2, and if accompanying the desired direction, a specific target or action is set or being carried out, the obtained score is 3. An example of the scoring method for EN1-1 GHG emissions could be:
The PTSIL is applied to two cases, the HSL and the TTC. Physically, the public transportation services in both Helsinki and Toronto consist of rather minimalistic subway lines supported by tram service in the downtown core and strong bus connections elsewhere. Both cities additionally have local rail services, that have been integrated into the public transportation fare system in Helsinki, whereas in Toronto the local rail belongs to the regional transportation system and is thus not embedded in the TTC fare structure [54,55]. The physical service provision is thus very similar in both cases, but the governance structures vary, which particularly affects regional cooperation, funding, and service integration, as described below. By selecting cases that share a physically similar system yet differ in governance structures, the use and applicability of the PTSIL assessment framework in ranging local conditions could be demonstrated and the discussion further focused on the policy, planning, and management contexts.

3.4.1. Helsinki and the HSL

Helsinki is strongly linked to its surrounding region through public transportation services. The HSL is a coalition between the regional municipalities, and public transportation services are provided according to a joint tax-based funding structure. Regional cooperation is thus supported, and financial stability and sufficient funding are ensured with a contract between the municipalities, requiring them to provide subsidies to cover for possible budget deficits that cannot be compensated with fare revenue, initial subsidies, and state funding, or other alternative sources of funding [56,57].

Helsinki has committed to transit-oriented development (TOD), and aims to coordinate densification along transit corridors. New light rail transit (LRT), tram routes, and a subway extension are being implemented to advance the amount of rail transportation and system capacity [58,59]. In Helsinki, more trips are made by public transportation than with private cars [60]. The already unified and cohesive regional fare structure will go through changes as the municipal borders will be blurred and a zone-based fare system is created [61]. Additionally, “Mobility as a Service” thinking is gaining attention in Helsinki, as applications combining all available modes of transportation together for a better user experience are being introduced [62,63]. Despite enjoying high satisfaction rates, the growing Helsinki Metropolitan Area is starting to experience issues related to the capacity of existing infrastructure, and the efficiency of the public transportation system [64,65].

3.4.2. Toronto and the TTC

The governance structures are more complex and fragmented in Toronto than in Helsinki. TTC is the primary public transportation authority within the city limits of Toronto, and it is owned by the city [66]. However, GO transit, Viva, Züm, MiWay, and Durham Region Transit also provide services in Toronto. GO transit is managed by the regional umbrella authority, Metrolinx, connecting the surrounding region to the core of Toronto, whereas the other authorities merely operate small loops inside the city, linking it to individual surrounding municipalities [55]. Metrolinx collaborates tightly with the local public transportation authorities to further connect the municipalities and passenger pools of the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), while also addressing capacity and infrastructure issues [67]. The city aims to boost viable centers, increase TOD through the establishment of transit corridors, and introduce new LRT and subway lines [68], much like Helsinki.

TTC has been suffering from financial constraints, recognizing the need for additional funding from upper levels of government. Lack of commitment to plans and shifting focus are moreover
identified as major issues by the authority itself [69]. Toronto has expanded at such a rate that the transportation system has been unable to match the growth over the past decades. An increase in congestion and travel times, combined with accessibility issues, and challenges in coordinated planning and governance are described as a reality in the GTA today [33,70–72]. The regional transportation patterns present challenges to city specific public transportation authorities, such as the TTC, as increasingly unified service provision alongside long-term commitment to plans and funding are called for [33,71].

Table 3. Helsingin Seudun Liikenne (HSL) and Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) data [54,56,57,60,64, 69,73–87].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HSL</th>
<th>TTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• HSL Perussopimus, 2012 (HSL Treaty)</td>
<td>• TTC Chief Executive Officer’s Report—May 2016 Update, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• HSL liikuttaa meitä kaikkia, 2014 (HSL Moves us all)</td>
<td>• TTC: Five Year Corporate Plan 2013–2017, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• HSL Toimintastrategia 2025 ja tausta-aineisto, 2014 (HSL Strategy 2025 and background material)</td>
<td>• TTC Ridership Growth Strategy, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ympäristöraportti 2014, 2015 (Environmental report 2014)</td>
<td>• TTC Environmental Plan—Initiatives and implementation, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• HSL:n laatu- ja ympäristöpolitiikka, n.d. (HSL Quality and environmental policy)</td>
<td>• TTC Sustainability Report 2013, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Viisas liikkuminen: Kestävät liikkumisvalinnat, 2015 (Sustainable mobility)</td>
<td>• TTC and City of Toronto: Toward a Policy Framework for Toronto Transit Fare Equity, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Joukkoliikenteen suunnitteluhoe HSL-liikenteessä, 2016 (Public Transport Planning Guidelines for HSL’s Transport Services)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Data

The data comprises of publicly available policy and planning documents of the HSL (n = 11) and the TTC (n = 10), selected through systematic scanning of the public transportation authorities’ websites (www.hsl.fi; www.ttc.ca) during November 2016, see Table 3. The objective was to find major strategies, planning objectives, annual reports, customer satisfaction surveys, and other relevant sustainability documents that together embody their current practices and policies (To prevent the content analysis from transforming into an analysis of miscellaneous online content, only officially published documents in either .pdf or .doc form were included in the data sets. Additionally, since the focus of this study is on the sustainability of the provided services and the transportation system itself, internal office and employee related regulations are excluded from the analysis.).

3.6. Coding Reliability and Methodological Limitations

An intercoder reliability test on two selected documents was carried out after the first round of coding. In an initial screening of the test results, a 63% full similarity between two independent coders was achieved, but Krippendorff’s alpha was additionally applied. The lowest acceptable Krippendorff’s alpha score for drawing reliable conclusions from the results is considered to be 0.667 [51]. As the obtained alpha score (0.35) was lower than expected, a second round of coding was decided upon to provide full intercoder comparison between the analyzed documents. See supplementary material for Krippendorff’s alpha calculation (Document S1). The low test score was furthermore looked into, and we found that the differences were mostly caused by missed references of PTSIL indicators in text, or repetitive accidental inclusion of, for example, internal office measures and mentions of external environmental goals carried out on the city level but not adopted by the
transportation authority itself. In the final comparison of results after two rounds of full content coding, the remaining differences found in codes were carefully examined, and recorded content references reviewed to determine the rightful final code according to the coding scheme. Weight was not added to single indicators in this original presentation of the PTSIL to maintain a balanced and equal approach between different aspects of sustainability, and to avoid making assumptions over what aspects are more meaningful than others (as applied by e.g., De Gruyter et al. [15]). Further issues related to the development of the PTSIL framework, including indicator weighting and its benefits, are discussed in Section 5.

4. Results

The results are presented based on the layers embedded in the PTSIL, moving from the overarching sustainability dimensions to the thematic sub-sets, and finally, the individual indicators. Here, the case related results will be briefly described and visualized, with particular interest on individual indicator scores presented in Table 4.

Overall, HSL and TTC perform similarly and obtain relatively high average scores in each dimension (see Figure 2). This provides an initial understanding of how inclusively the indicators within and between the three dimensions are addressed in the analyzed policy content. Both authorities score above 2 regarding all dimensions, meaning that most indicators are addressed with at least a desired direction. However, only half of the indicator scores are the same, as shown in Table 4. The thematic sub-sets of indicators are presented as average scores in Figure 3. The thematic division of the dimensions deepens the general trends presented through the dimensional average scores, and moves the analysis towards specific sustainability aspects and individual indicators. The sub-set average scores display how the different wider sustainability aspects are considered in current policy content, allowing for a closer examination of each dimension and moreover the larger trends regarding the way sustainability is framed, particularly essential in identifying weakly addressed sustainability aspects. It is clear from Figure 3 that different aspects are addressed with great variance. For example, health related sustainability scores weakly on average in both cities, while in some sub-sets the average score reaches the maximum value 3 (e.g., EN1 Low emissions for the HSL and SO3 Safety for the TTC). A clear majority of the sub-sets receives an average score between 2 and 3. It must, however, be noted that the volume of indicators within the sub-sets varies (as seen in Table 2). The individual indicator scores presented in Table 4 are discussed in more detail in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, giving in-depth description of addressed sustainability aspects in both cases.
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Figure 3. Thematic sub-set average scores. This figure deepens the analysis of the dimensional average scores and provides a structuring and generalizing layer of result analysis between the overarching dimensions and individual indicators. Here, average scores are applied for each thematic sub-set that structure the Public Transportation Sustainability Indicator List (PTSIL) framework and form cohesive groups of indicators. The average scores were calculated based on the individual indicator scores (as seen in Table 4) ranging on a 0–3 scale according to the scoring scheme. Value 3 thus presents the highest possible average score, signifying that all indicators within the sub-set would be addressed with a specific target.

4.1. HSL Results

On average, HSL scores the highest in the economic dimension (2.7), followed by the environmental dimension (2.6), and finally the social dimension (2.4). HSL scores above 2 in each dimension which implies that most indicators are addressed with a desired direction and a possible target. Out of the 40 indicators, HSL addresses 25 with a clear target, 10 with desired direction, and five indicators in a static or similar manner (Figure 4). HSL does not thus exclude any indicator and addresses over half of them with a target.

The economic indicators only receive scores of 2 and 3, while one environmental indicator and four social indicators are only statically or similarly addressed. Most indicators with a target fall under the social dimension, yet due to the differing volume of indicators within the dimensions, the influence of the individual indicator scores varies in the overall dimensional score. Sustainability aspects that are not addressed with a direction nor a target consist mostly of social indicators, including one environmental indicator. Interestingly, HSL scores low both in public participation and transparency in decision-making. Table 4 presents the individual indicator scores for both authorities.
Table 4. Individual indicator scores obtained by the Helsingin Seudun Liikenne (HSL) and the Toronto Transport Commission (TTC). Column on the left is divided according to the scoring scheme: 0 = indicator not addressed, 1 = indicator similarly or statically addressed, 2 = indicator addressed with desired direction (increase or decrease as presented through arrows), and 3 = indicator addressed with desired direction and a target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>HSL</th>
<th>TTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. TTC Results

TTC receives the highest average score within the environmental dimension (2.5), followed by the social dimension (2.4), while the economic sustainability scores the lowest (2.3). The dimensional average scores obtained by the TTC are slightly lower than those of the HSL, except for the identical score within the social dimension. In total, TTC sets a target for 23 indicators, addresses 11 indicators with a desired direction, similarly or statically addresses five, and fully excludes one indicator (Figure 4). The inclusion levels are lower than those of the HSL for the environmental and economic dimensions, but within the social dimension, the TTC includes one indicator more than the HSL, yet also excludes one.
The TTC scores the weakest within the economic dimension, which can be linked to the challenging funding mechanisms dependent on upper levels of government, thus leading to a situation where the TTC’s hands are tied regarding stable finances [69]. Thus, addressing the economic indicators with a desired direction is common, yet setting exact goals is difficult. Less than half of the economic indicators are given a target, while the number is around 60% for the environmental and social indicators. The scores for individual indicators are presented in Table 4. Both air pollution and GHG emissions are not addressed with a target, which raises concerns since they are both identified as key aspects of sustainable mobility [3]. Improved environmental and individual health and active promotion to non-users score lowest within the social dimension indicators. Furthermore, a journey planner and its development are completely absent in the policy documents, even though the TTC website includes a journey planner search tool. Such issues presented by the content limitations are further discussed in Section 5.
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**Figure 4.** Helsingin Seudun Liikenne (HSL) and Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) indicator inclusion. This figure presents the scores (0–3) obtained by single indicators in the analysis (as presented in Table 4) within the three sustainability dimensions. The color scheme for the scores is applied by using blue for the HSL and red for the TTC, with darker hues accounting for more ambitious inclusion and targeting of indicators and lighter shades for neglect or exclusion. The stacked columns present percentage values on the y axis due to differing volumes of indicators within the Public Transportation Sustainability Indicator List (PTSIL) dimensions, but the numerical values inside the columns represent the volume of indicators that obtained a certain score in the analysis. The figure provides insight on the inclusion levels of indicators within and between the dimensions, while summarizing and generalizing the detailed indicator scores of Table 4.

5. **Discussion and Conclusions**

Our results show that the three dimensions of sustainability are extensively addressed by both authorities, and no dimension is entirely omitted. However, large variation occurs regarding the inclusion of individual indicators and their representative sustainability aspects in the analyzed content. Environmental sustainability includes mostly indicators that focus on limiting emissions and other service outputs, thus making them a feasible target. Hence, in both cases, the high dimensional average scores obtained in the environmental dimension correlate with previous findings in literature, and the slightly lower scores concerning social sustainability support the notion that the realization...
of social sustainability continues to present challenges in planning (e.g., References [2,13,23]). Yet, we want to emphasize that seemingly both authorities increasingly include social and socio-economic sustainability measures in their practices.

Interestingly, TTC scores slightly higher in social sustainability than the economic one, a finding we link to the challenging funding mechanisms and restricted finances present in the TTC practices [69]. HSL, on the other hand, scores the highest in the economic dimension, reflecting the municipal coalition’s governance structures that bind Helsinki and its region together to coordinate services, and commit to continuously stable funding. It must be noted that the financial struggles of the TTC are not fully dependent on their practices, but on the political will of higher levels of government – a necessary trait for economic sustainability, as noted by e.g., May [29]. Moreover, regional coordination is identified in the literature as a cornerstone of transportation sustainability in growing urban areas (e.g., [4–6,27]), and it is currently being addressed in the GTA [67,88]. The issue of fragmentation based on municipal borders within the GTA, and its negative effects on the public transportation services and their usage, are also recognized by Keil and Young [89], and Hatzopoulou and Miller [90].

Overall density has been notably praised in literature as the key to sustainable mobility (e.g., Reference [30]), while others suggest that the focus ought to rather be on studying the variations and distribution of urban population and densities within cities (e.g., References [3,11,27,29]). We, too, argue that overall density is not the most reliable indicator of transportation sustainability. Toronto is nearly 1.5 times denser than Helsinki [91,92], yet facing great challenges regarding its transportation system and public transportation service provision. Focusing on one measure can be misleading, and while urban density is beneficial to public transportation services and their sustainability, a standardized and more comprehensive set of indicators and policy objectives should be applied (as called for by e.g., References [2,5,13–15]), and as presented here.

The PTSIL structures and brings together diverse indicators of transportation sustainability presented in literature, with a public transportation focus, thus supporting the need to view the phenomenon more comprehensively. On one hand, it can be used to produce overall dimensional average scores for more general comparison between the three dimensions. On the other hand, individual indicator scores provide valuable information related to current plans, policies, and practices, indicating areas of improvement. Thus, we want to emphasize that individual indicator scores can and should be equally monitored and compared against one another and over time. In our demonstrative study over policy content of the TTC and the HSL, only half of the indicators are addressed with identical scores, even if the dimensional average scores are rather similar. In the absence of existing definitions and assessment tools for planning and governance bodies, such variance in sustainability measures has been identified in literature [2,13]. Thus, looking into the single indicator inclusions is essential for meaningful analysis over the PTSIL results, while maintaining a balanced understanding of the sustainability dimensions to overcome issues of e.g., increased economic measures weakening environmental and social sustainability (as noted by e.g., De Gruyter et al. [15]). The PTSIL analysis both reveals positive actions taking place within the case practices, while also identifying plenty of areas of improvement, such as public participation for the HSL and individual health for the TTC.

Even though the obtained PTSIL results appear to correlate with local conditions and challenges to some extent, the results do not reveal the true state of public transportation service sustainability. It can be argued that our novel approach to construct a comprehensive sustainability check-list that functions as an applicable assessment platform with a policy and planning focus, presents a trade-off of not measuring system performance. Here, the analyzed content was limited to publicly available policy documents outlining planning objectives, targets, and ongoing action. However, it is possible that measures and practices are taking place, but they are not described in the content. Moreover, the indicator list, as it is applied here, does not differentiate between levels of exact targets that have been set. For example, service reliability is addressed by set targets in both cases yielding the same score, yet the HSL service reliability target is set at over 99% with tracked performance
reaching it in 2016 [52], while the TTC reliability target is set at 90% for buses and streetcars with tracked performance stagnating around 52–77% [78]. The PTSIL is thus unable to capture such actual numerical values, as it relies on coding the content by an ordinal scale to identify overlooked aspects of sustainability while overcoming issues of comparability. Moreover, our initial presentation of the PTSIL makes no assumptions over indicator importance related to overall sustainability (as discussed by e.g., De Gruyter et al. [15], as well), and thus all indicators are treated equally. Further research is thus recommended to determine weighting of the single indicators. For example, within the environmental dimensions, the TTC does not set a target for greenhouse gas emissions nor air pollution reductions, both of which are considered key aspects of sustainability (e.g., [3]). The HSL sets one for both, yet the dimensional average scores are very close together. By attaching weight to indicators based on their importance to overall sustainability, exclusion of such key measures could be made more visible in the dimensional and thematic sub-set average scores. Thus, in future research, incorporating indicator weighting into the framework alongside accommodation of primary data is highlighted.

With this study, we demonstrate the potential of the PTSIL in public transportation planning and policy-making processes, and emphasize its applicability and versatility. Designed independently of pre-existing local conditions and data availability issues, it can be applied in both external assessments, as presented here, and to review, assess, and develop policies and practices in internal processes within the public transportation sector. As recognized by e.g., Olofsson et al. [17], the planning and decision-making sectors require more applicable and supportive tools and methods to assess, monitor, and guide their processes towards a more comprehensive and inclusive view of sustainability. The PTSIL thus bridges the gap between descriptive definitions of transportation sustainability (e.g., European Union Council of Transport Ministers’ statement) and case specific sustainability performance assessments within the public transportation sector, by providing a comprehensive platform for assessments that does not limit the use of, for example, social sustainability indicators. Aligned with previous academic literature calling for a balanced, holistic and integrated view of public transportation sustainability (e.g., [4,5]), the PTSIL maintains an approach that is accessible [16,22], and holds potential, in planning and policy processes. Our assessment framework continues the line of work carried out by e.g., Ramani et al. [22], Marsden et al. [13], and Olofsson et al. [17], in making the overarching definitions of sustainability more attainable in practice, while constructing the first policy-oriented assessment tool with a public transportation focus.
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